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The Use ful field of View (U fOV ) is the enti~e a ~ea in 
which i n formation c an be gathered without moving the head or 
eyes. It i s generally f o und that the size of the UFOV 
shri nks with age. Additionally , research has shown that 
simple practice o n the UfOV task can increase the size of 
the UFOv. Howeve r, simple practi ce may not be the most 
effective strategy for increasing the urov. 'l"he present 
study examined whether trai n i ng directed toward a specific 
basis of UFOV loss (slower speed of processing) is more 
effective than simple practice at increas i ng field size . 
Ind ivl.dUa l s received o ne of three types of trdin.ing. 
Individuals who received vari a ble duration traini ng first 
performed the t:r-OV task at a pre - determined du r ation. Every 
time the individual obtained a field size of 30 degrees or 
greater across 2 consecutive blocks of trials, the duration 
of the visual display was decreased 25 milliseconds. 
I ndividuals who r eceived force - drop training also init i a lly 
perfo rmed the UFOV task at a pre-determined duration. On 
the th ird day of training, the d ura tion of the visual 
display was decreased 25 milliseconds regardless of the 
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individual's per forma nce. On the fifth day of training, the 
duration of the visual display was agai n decreased 25 
milliseconds regardless of the ind ividual's performa nce. 
Individual s receiving cons tant training simply practiced the 
task at the pre -dete rmined duration ac ro~s all days of 
tra ining. 
Co~sistent with past r esea r c h, tra ining improved 
peripheral loca lization pe rformance. Further , improvement 
in peripheral localization performance WaS greatest in the 
distractor condition among individuals receiving variable 
duration training . Variable duration training may be a more 
effective s tra tegy for increasing the UFOV due to its 
challenging na ture. Specifically , s ince the duration of the 
visual di s play is directly linked to the individual's own 
performanc~, motivation and interes t in the training task 
may be ma intained f or a longer pe riod of time . Furthe r, the 
heighte ned motivation and interest may f aci l ita te a greater 
d egr ee of learning in the training setting whic h in turn 
influences the amount of traininy that will be retained and 
utilized in real-world settings. 
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Chal ,ter I 
Introduction 
As the popUlation of adults aged 65 and ove r continues to 
increase, so does the number of older adults continuing to 
work and drive . Older adults are heavily nependent o n an 
a utomobile for their independence and active lifestyle . In 
fact, people over age 65 make 80 \ of their trips and errands 
by car (Kosnik, Wins low, Kline, Rasinski £. Sekuler , 1988). 
However, older persons a re involved in more traffic 
convictions, accidents and deaths per mile driven than any 
other age group (Transportation Research Board, 1988). This 
fact, combined with the growing number of older drivers, has 
directed research toward the abilities necessary to prolong 
independence and enhance the qu~lity of life of older 
adults . 
One way in which older person~ differ from younger 
persons is in their quality of vis ion (Kosnik et al., 1988) . 
Previous research has fa iled to show a relationship between 
driving performance and the visual capabilities that decline 
with age. One reason for this failure is that visual 
assessments are us ually made under highly artificial 
conditions. Thus, e nvironmental factors typically 
e ncountered when driving are minimized. For example, 
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environmental factors include moving objects, unpredictab le 
stimulus events, highly visible objects in the presence of 
distracting clutter and the use of central and peripheral 
vision (Ball, Beard, Roenkcr, Mil ler & Griggs, 1988). 
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Sekuler and Ball (1986) developed a task which attempts 
to provide a more realistic assessment of visual performance 
by measuring the useful field of view (UrOV). Measures of 
the UFOV incorpo rate distractors and a secondary focal task 
in a peripheral localization test . In compa rison to 
standard visual tests, the UFOV task is more predictive of 
older adult's difficulties with peripheral vision (8all et 
al.,1988). 
The size of the urov varies across individuals and 
situations. Factors known to decrease the size of the urov 
inc lude the presence of a central task (Leibowitz & Appelle, 
1969) , increased cognitive difficulty of the central task 
(Ball et al. I 1988; Williams, 1982 ), additional stimuli in 
the visual field (Ball et al., 1988; Mackworth, 1965; 
scialfa, Kline & Lyman, 1987 , Sekuler & Ball, 1986) and 
similarity between the target and the background distractors 
(Bloomfield, 1972; Drury & Clement, 1978) . However, some of 
the age-related loss in the UFOV can be recovered with 
practice on the UFOV task (Ball, 1985; Bal l et al., 1988: 
Jackson, 1990: Sekuler & Ball , 1986). 
Three possible causes for the age- re l ated constriction 
in the UFOV were investigated (Ball , Roenker, Bruni , 
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Jackson , Dahl & Rowan, 1990a: Ball, Roenker & Bruni, 1990b). 
These we r e reduced ability to divide attention between 
central and peripheral vision, r educed salience of a target 
against its background (distractor effect), and slower speed 
of processing (duration effect). Results revealed tha t 
young adults, compared to middle-aged and older adults, do 
n~t experien~e sign~fica nt field lozs due to the three 
effects . However, on the average, both middle -aged and 
older adults experience urov loss due t o the three effect s 
with ~he greatest r educ tion attributed to slower speed of 
processing (Ball et ai . , 1990a; Ball e t ai., 1990b). 
Additional analyses r evealed t hat bases for field loss 
varied among individuals. 
A slo .. 'e r speed of processing is the mos t prevalent of 
the three effects in middle-aged a nd older adults (Ball et 
al., 1990a). However, not all older adults are affected. 
Additionally, the degree of shrinkage in UFOV size varies 
among individuals. Some ad~its experience a field loss of 
only 5 degrees due to slow speed of process ing while others 
experience a 35 degree field loss . 
Four s tudies have look~d at the effec t of training on 
the UFOV and provide evidence that field size can be 
increa~ed (Ball, 198 5 : Ball et al. , 1988; Jackson, 1990; 
Sekuler & Ball, 1986). However , the t raining methods 
employed may not be the most efficient . Training in these 
studies consisted of simple pract i ce on the UfOV task with 
the duration of the stimulus presentation held constant. In 
light of recent evidence demons t rating that UFOV loss ha s 
different bases in diffe rent individuals, tra ining may be 
improved taking this new i nformation into account. Training 
to increase the UFOV may be improved if it is tailored to an 
individual' s specific problem. 
Past studies d emol.strate that practice 1s an effective 
strategy for expanding the UFOV. The present study will 
examine whether training directed toward the specific 
problem of slower speed of process i ng is more efficient than 
general practice for increasing the UFOV. 
Chapter II 
Literature Review 
Due to medical and technological advances as \.Jell as the 
emphasis placed on better diet and exercise, pe ople are 
living longer , heil lthie:;- lives. It follows that as !:he 
population of older adults continues to increase, so does 
the number of older adults continuing to drive. It is 
estimated that si nce the end of \';or ld War II. the percentage 
of drivers aged 65 and older has i ncreased from 5 to 1S t 
(Kosn ik et a]., 1988). 
Driving is cons idered a privil e ge. However, a process 
s uch as aging may affect driving ability and be cause for 
this privilege to be t aken away (Kline, 1986 ). Licem~i ng 
agencies have a responsibility t o protect the lJublic from 
unsafe and incompetent drivers. However , driving skills of 
people over 55 vary widely (Transportation Research Be'cArd, 
1988). Thus, restricting a person's driver's license on the 
basis of age a lone is unfair as well as illegal. An 
understanding of the r e lationship between advanced a ging and 
driving ability i s essential before d e cisions regarding 
dr iving privileges can be made. 
Aging and Driving 
Kline (1986) sta tes that as a group, older drive rs do 
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not significantly contribute to the ove rall number of a uto 
acc ide nts. However, older drivers (past 55 for men and 60 
for women) are involved in more accidents a nd traffic 
violations p e r mile driven than a ny athOl- age group . 
Furthermore, the risK of collision increases after the age 
of 70 (Transportation Research Board, 1988). In fa c t, 
drivers over age 85 h~ ve 40 wrecks per 1, 000 , 000 miles 
driven while drivers aged J5 to 6S have o nly 4 wrecks in the 
same number of miles driven (Transportation Research Board, 
1988 ) • 
When considering mil es driven. older adults are 
involved in more auto accide nts than younger adul t s. 
Howeve r, the acc ide nt profile of an older driver is unique. 
Specifically, older adults are more like ly to be in 
accidents involving failure to heed signs , to give the right 
of way or to tur~ safely (Kline, 198 6 ). They are u s ually 
n o t involved in accidents characteristic of younger adults, 
s uch as those caused by speeding or reckless driving. Tho 
types of auto accidents and violations of older adults 
indicate a difficulty in process ing in f ormation from the 
periphery (Ball et al., 1988) . Since the pattern of 
accident involvement of older drivers demonstrates a 
deficiency in visual performance, an understanding of how 
vision changes with aging is necessa ry. 
Aging and Vision 
It is now established that sensitivity throughout the 
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visual (i e ld declines with age (Ba l l, Owsley and Bea r d, 
19 9 0c ; J a ffe , Alvarado and Jus t e r, 198 6; Joh nson, Adams , 
Ad a ms and Lewis, 1988). Jaffe, Alvarado and J us ter (19 86 ) 
inv&stigated the age-related changes of 25 patients' vi s ual 
field . Seventy-two spots diffe ring in d e gree of visual 
angle from the central fixation point were projected onto a 
hemispherical shell. The luminance of the spotG were varied 
and the point of detectio n was r e corde d. Re 5ults indicated 
that mean sensitivity at each point declined with increasing 
age . Further, sensitivity declined more rapidly in the 
points in the periphery than in the central points. 
Similarly, Johnson , Adams , Adams and Lewis (1988) report a 
general age-related reduc tion in s ensitivity fo r the entire 
visua l field with slightly greater deficits in the 
peripheral areas. 
Although usua lly taken for granted, the s a fe operation 
of an automobile is dependent upon good peripheral vision 
a nd a n adequate field of view. De spite the important role 
peripheral vision plays in driving performance, little 
research examines functional peripheral vision. Ra ther, 
much of the data on age-related c h a nges i n the visual field 
is collected through the u se of perimetric tests. 
Perimetri c Measyres 
The visual field is the spatial a r ea that is sensitive 
to light. Perimetric t es t s clinically measure the 
boundaries of an individual's visual field. For example, in 
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a kinetic pcrimetric tes t, the eye undEr examination fixates 
on a target at the center of a dimly lit hemispherical 
s hell. The exam iner projects a spot of light v~ry in9 in 
size and intensity onto various points of the she ;.·.· s inner 
s urface. The spot is moved from the periphery to the 
central fixation point and the location at which the 
observer ~eeG the spot i s recorded. 
Studies ut ilizing perimetric tests indicate that the 
borders (isopters) of the visual field constrict as an 
individual ages . Although these measures indicate an age-
related degeneration in vi s ual field size , they are not 
predictive of the vi sual problems older adults experience 
when driving (Ball et aI., 1990c). Failure to find a 
relationship between perimetric test s and driving 
performance may be due to the way the tests measure vision 
loss. Recall perimetric tests measure sensitivity to a 
luminanc e target presented in isolation . Thus. tests are 
c .... uducted under highly unnatural conditions minimizing 
environmental factors typically encountered when driving. 
Driving involves complex visual scenes including movement. 
identification or localization of highly visible objects in 
the presence of clutter and the simultaneous use of central 
and peripheral vision (Ball et al., 1988). 
Perimetric tests of the visual field and other common 
visual assessments (i.e .• contrast sensitivity . acuity) do 
not tap the nature of the problem older adults experience 
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when driving (Ball e t a l . , 1990c). Older adult ' s difficulty 
in driving does not seem to be related t o an absolute 
s ensitivity loss . Rather, it is more l i kely the ir problems 
are re l ated to a difficulty in processing complex 
cognitive/v i sual informa t ion (Ball et a i., 1990c). 
Whe n an individu~l must 1) divide his attention to 
perform a central t ask and locate a p e riphe r a l target, and 
2) perform these t asks among c lutter, the tas k more closely 
resembles the typical driving scene (Bal l et ai ., 1988). 
Assessing peripheral vision under these more reali s tic 
conditions may bette r predict driving performance of older 
adults . In fa c t , Avolio, Kroeck a nd Pa nek (1985) report a 
relat ion s hip between driving a ccident s a nd performance in a 
vi s ua l t ask incorporat ing clutter. 
The visual f i e ld size that inco rporates d i s trac t ors and 
a conflic ting cent r a l task is def ined as the f unctional or 
u seful field of view (Se kuler & Ball , 1986). Measur~s of 
the useful field of view CUFOV) provide an ind~x of the 
total area of the visual field i n which useful information 
can be acquired without eye o r head movements (Sanders, 
1970). The UFOV is a measure o f the adequacy with which 
per i pheral targets can a lert a pe rson ' s a ttentional system 
to releva nt informa tion and events in their e nvironmen t 
(Ball, Roenker , et al ., 1990a; Ball , Roenker & Bruni, 
1990b) . 
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UfOV Measures of the priying Ta s k 
A recent analysis divides the driving task i nto four 
stages (Transportat i on Research Board, 19 88 ). First, visual 
stimUli must be sampled and r egistered at the s en s ory l e vel . 
Second, once registere d, s timul i must be ide ntified and 
locali?ed. Third, once the stimuli are identified and 
localized, the driver must decide on a 3 pec i f ic action to 
take. Finally. the driver mus t execute a motor respo nse to 
carry out the decision. 
The majority of screening tes t s us ed to i ssue li censes 
assess driving performance at the first two stages only 
(i.e., to what extent the stimulus is seen and identified or 
localized). Additionally, these s timuli are presented under 
highly artificial conditions ignoring the complexity of the 
typical driving sce ne . 
In contrast, Ball, Owsley and Beard (1990C) state 
measures of the UFOV assess a l l four ~tages of the driving 
task. Recall the first stage i~volves the sampling and 
registering of visual stimuli. Measures of the UFOV provide 
estimates of sampling rate and size by varying target 
duration and e ccentricity. The second stage involves 
recognizing and locating positions of various peripheral 
targets while simultaneously attending to events in central 
vision. The UFOV task also assesses this ability by 
requiring observers to locate a peripheral target embedded 
in clutter whil e concurrently performing a central task. 
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The third s tage of the driv ing t ask r e quire s the o bs er": er t o 
make a cognitive deci s ion a bout a s pecific a c tion to take. 
In the UFOV tas k, the ob~e["ver mus t both dec ide t i l e l oc a t i on 
of the peripheral target and al s o d e cide o n the central 
task . The t ourth stage r e quires the o bs e r ve r to Carl"y out 
the decis ion by making a motor respo nse . The UFOV task 
requires a response from th e observer ide nti f ying the 
location of the periphe r a l t a r get . 
Visua l t a sks including clutter and the simulta neous 
processing of central and p e riphe ral information more 
closely resemble the important components of the typical 
driving task. In fact, Ows ley, Ball, Sloane & Bruni (in 
press) establishe d a link between the UFOV and v e h ic l e 
accidents in older drivers . The relations hip wa s 
stre ng t.hened by a measure of me ntal s tatus but was not 
e nhanced by any other s tandard visual assessments (i.e . , 
visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, color discrimination). 
In comparison to ~tandard visual tests , laboratory t ests 
designed to measure the UFOV better predict older observer's 
difficul t ies with peripheral vis i on (Sekuler & Ball, 1986) 
and better predict older adults vehicle accidents . These 
tes ts will now be further examined. 
Measure s of the UfOV 
Meas ures of the UFOV typically involve the det ection, 
identification o r localization of peripheral ta r gets against 
complex visual backgrounds. As such , the size of the UFOV 
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varies across individuals and situation s (Ball et ai ., 
1988). For instance , Leibowitz ~nd Appelle (1969: report a 
constric t ion in the UFOV by the simple presence of a central 
task. That is, the ~ccuracy with which subjects ca n report 
the presence of peripheral stimuli decreases when they must 
concentrate on a centra l (foveal) task. Furthermore, 
increasing the cognitive difficulty (load) of the foveal 
ta sk dec r eases the s i ze of the UFOV (Ba ll at al ., 1988; 
Williams 1982) . 
A second factor known to decrease the size of the UFOV 
is additional st i muli in the visual fie ld (Ball a t al ., 
1988; Mackworth, 1965: Sc i a l fa et a l., 198? : Sekuler & Ball, 
1986 ). Several s tudies have spec i f ically examined age 
differences in the UFOV as a function of both di s tractors 
and foveal task . 
First, Sekule r and Ball (1986) assessed pe ripheral 
loc alization error s in young (mea n age of 2 5 .1 years) and 
o ld (mean age of 68.8 years) sUbjects. Specifica lly, the 
researchers measured h ow well a schema tic fa ce could be 
local ized in the presence o f 47 box distractors both with 
and without a conc urre nt fovea l task . The schematic face 
r andomly a ppeared a long any of eigh t meridia ( four cardinal 
a nd four oblique) and at any of three distances or 
eccentricities from the center of the display: 5 ,1 0 or 1 5 
degrees. Thus , the face appeared at any of 2 4 diffrrent 
locations throughout the visual display . 
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Both the c entra l task and distractors ha d s ignificant 
effects on perIpheral locali zatio n performanc e . However, 
t.ll e pre s ence o f d i s t r a c tors had a greater effect in older 
subjects especially at increasing e ccentriciti e s (Se kuler & 
Ball, 1986) . 
Sc ialfa, Kline and Lyman (1 98 7) c ompare d young and 
o!der adults on a pCl-ipheral target identi f i c ation task. 
The y varied the number of di s tractors (0,2 or 19) to 
inves tigate the effect of di s tractors on the UFOV_ The 
r esearchers report l a rge age differences when there are more 
peripheral distractors . Thus, it is c oncluded that t he 
numbe r of distractors does have a n impact on identification 
pe rformanc e in the periphery. 
Final' y . 8all, Beard , Roenker, Miller and Griggs (1988) 
e xamine d the effect of di~tractors and concurrent f oveal 
task on peripheral locali zation performance. The y varied 
the number of distractors (0, 23 or 47) as well as levels of 
cognitive difticu lty of the cent r al t a sk. In addition, Ball 
et al. extended the visual field to 30 degrees. The results 
illustrated an increase in l ocalization errors with both 
center task and distractors, regardless of the number of 
d i r;.t ractors (e ither 23 o r 47 ) . Th i s c ontradicts the 
findings o f Scia l fa et a l_ (19 B7). 
Tho discrepancy between the Scialfa et a l. (1987) study 
and those reported by Bal l et a 1 . (1988 ) may be due to the 
nature of the task. A peripheral locali zation task seems to 
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be a c complished in a preattentive mode . In other words , the 
field is searched in a simultaneous , parallel fashion. 
Hence , the nurnbe :.- of distractors does not cause differences 
in performance. On the oth er hand, a peripheral 
identification task s eems t o require a serial search where 
additional stimuli must be compared item by item causing a 
d~cline in pErformance speed. 
One final facto r known t o influence the size of the 
UFOV is simi larity between the target and background 
distractors (Bloomfield, 1972; Drury, & Clement, 1978). 
Individuals easily detect targats that differ from 
nontargets in many features (i.e., color, length, width) 
because they " pop out" from the background context. As the 
conspicuity of the target decreases, so does the a rea able 
to b e examined in o ne fixation (Ball et at., 1988). 
Ball, Owsley, Beard, Roenker and Ball (1989) assessed 
test-retest reliabilities of the UFOV task for individuals 
over the age of 40. Each inulvidual was evaluated in two 
sess ions that were spaced at least two weeks apart. The 
composite reliability, based on all age groups, was .973. 
Results of experiments measuring the UFOV as a function 
of age, distractors, and concurrent foveal task illustrate 
the size of the UFOV is not static. Therefore, it may be 
possible through training to increase the UFOV. Several 
studies report that sUfficient practice on a peripheral 
localization task can expand the UFOV (Ball et al., 1988; 
Seku ler , Ball, 1986). Before exploring these studies , 
transfer of traini ng a nd the l ea rning principles that 
facilitate positive transfer will be di scussed. 
Training and Faci l itating Positive Trans fer 
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Training i s a planned learn ing experience designed to 
f acil itate permanent c ha nges in an i ndiv idual ' s knowledge. 
£kills o r ab ilit ies (Noe & Schmitt, 1986) . General ly, the 
concern in t rain ing is not the amount of ma terial that is 
learned b ut r a the r the amoun t of materia l that wi ll t ransfe r 
to another environment. Posit ive tra nsfer of t rain i ng is 
the degree to which information learned in the instructional 
se tting results in improved performance in the transfer 
setting (Noe & SChmitt, 1986) . 
The transfer settings in trai ning s tudies employing 
measures of the UFOV are vust and not limi t ed only t o 
driving. By training observe r s on the UFOV task , difficulty 
with any ta sks involving periphera l vision should decrease . 
Thus, trai ning should transfer t o many settings including 
c ross ing a busy str eet or locating a f riend in a group of 
people. Since training shou ld transfe r to a wide varie ty of 
si tuations , it would be difficult to assess the extent of 
positive transfer. The refore, stUdies e xamining effects of 
training on the UFOV concentrate on e nhancing the degree of 
original learning in the ins tructional setting. 
The amount of original learning in the training setting 
influences the amount of positive tra ns f er that will occur 
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(Goldstein, 1986; Hagman & Ros e, 198J). In other wo rds , the 
better the UFOV ta s k i s learned in the instructional 
catting, the more likoly it will bo retained and utilized in 
the transfer setting . Learning theo ry provide s information 
about a number of pr i nciples that can be used to enhance the 
degree of original learning. By incorporating these 
principles, ti1e trainer c ontrols the external, e nvironmental 
arrangements of the training program in order to f a cilitate 
learning (Wexley & Latham, 1981). Learning princ iples 
include practice, ove r learning, knowledge of results or 
feedback and individual d i ffere nc es of the trainees. Each 
of these will now be further deta iled. 
When trainees are l earning the UFOV ta s k, they are 
given the opportunity to practice what is being taught. 
Related to the principle of active practice is ove rlearning. 
T:lis principle referl:> to training that extends beyond the 
first successful performance of a task (Schendel & Hagman, 
1982). Overlearning increases the length of time training 
ma terial will be retained (Hagman & Rose, 1983; Mandler & 
Heinemann, 1956; Schendel & Hagman, 1982). That is, 
repeatedly pairing a stimulus with a response strengthens 
the bond between the two and makes the response less likely 
to be forgotten. Furthermore, if observers are trained 
beyond initial success, they are more likely to maintain the 
quality of their performance during periods of stress 
(Wexley & Latham, 1981). Then, despite stressful conditions 
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in the transfer setting (i.e. , inclement weather or 
passengers ), t he observer wi ll effectively perform the task. 
A third principle essent ial to lcarning is knowledgc of 
results or feedback. If the observer does not have s pecific 
information as to the accuracy of their performance, they 
ma y become frustrated and give up. For this r eason , 
auditory feedbac~ iden t ifying a response as correct or 
incorrect is provided for each trla l of the UFQV task. 
Feedback fac ili tates performance in two ways (lIgen, 
Fisher & Taylor , 1979; Locke , Cartledge & Keoppe l, 1968). 
First, feedback c ues subjects as to type or extent of 
errors. Subj ect s can use this information to correct e r rors 
and make necessary adj ustments in their subsequent behavior. 
Second , feedback may motivate subjects to try harde r and 
pe rsist l onge r at a par t icular t ask . 
Kornacki, Hei nzmann and Lawson (1980) examined the 
necessity of feedback in trai ning. Specifically, Kornacki 
a nd h er colleagues assessed whether training alone was 
sufficient or if feedback was necessa ry to improve a nd 
maintain performance. Preceding the i mpl cmentation of a 
safety training program , vehicle ma intenance employees were 
performing safe ly o ne third t o two thirds of the time. 
Fo llowing the first s t age of tra i ning only. the percentage 
of safe incide nts increased 9\ over baseline . During the 
training a nd feedbaCK s t age , sa fe incidents improved 16\ 
over the training only s tage and 26\ over basel inc. Kornacki 
et al. (1980) conclude that training alone does not 
significantly improve and maintain performance. Rather, 
training plus feedback provides the most effect ive 
instructional strategy. 
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A final variable that facilitates learning is 
individualizing the training program. That is, observers 
s hould be differe ntially sele cted and assigne d to training 
programs that suit their needs (Hagman & Rose, 1983). This 
in turn will maximize instructional payoff (Goldstein, 
1986) . 
Training to Inc rea se the UFOV 
The UFOV is not static and under certain circumstances 
can be expa nded through training. Several s tudies have 
demonstrated that the size of the UFOV can be increased 
through training and that this improved performance endures 
over sevLral months. 
Recall Sekuler and Ball (1986) measured how well a 
schemati c face could be r ecogn ized in the presence of 
distractors while simultaneously performing a central task. 
Part II of their experiment examined whether practice would 
improve older subjects' peripheral localiz .l tion performance 
and the duration of such improvements. The presentation 
time of the visual display remained constan c for all 
observers. Subjects simply practiced the task in four daily 
l -hour sessions. Results demonstrated that peripheral 
localization improved signific'i,· tly with moderate amounts of 
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practice. After r es t periods from 3 to 5 weeks , o l der 
subjects were reteste d. Performance on the rctentlo~ t est 
d id not dif fe r from performa nce o n the l ast day of practice 
indicating that improvements in pe riphe r al loca li zatio~ 
pe r formance had persisted. 
In a similar study, Ball c t a1., (198D) exam ined the 
eff~cts of practice on peripheral local ization performance. 
Training consist ed of 5 days of prar.tice on locati ng a 
peripheral target embedded in dist r actors with a concurrent 
fovea l t ask. Before t ra ining, loca lization of the schematic 
face in the pe ri phery b ecame more difficult with increasing 
eccentric ity . Hore importantly. older subjects had more 
dif ficulty with the task tha n ei ther middle- aged or young 
observer s. After traini ng, all three age groups had 
expanded the CFOV by 10 degrees with prac t ice . 
Foll ow- up examinatio ns were conducted fo r a period of 6 
months to d e t e rmine how long the improved localization 
performance wou l d l as t . All s ubjects were retested on the 
task at l-month intervals over a period of 6 months. 
Resu lts showed the performa nce improvements persisted over 
the 6 month period. 
Basis for Reduced urov 
It i s g e nerally found that the s ize of the UFOV shrinks 
wi th age (Ball e t al., 1988 ) . Applying an information-
processing model, Ball, Roenker, Bruni, Jackson , Da hl and 
Rowan (1990a) investigated three poss ible causes for the 
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age-related constriction in UFOV size . First, a reduced 
ability t o divide attention was examined. This refers to 
the difficulty an individual encounters when attention mu s t 
be divided to process events in bo th pe riphe ral a nd ce nt ral 
vision. The second cause exami ned was r educed salience of 
the target agains t its bac kground (di s tracto r effect) . Thi s 
refers to an individual's ina b i l ity t o disemoed a releva n t 
stimulus fr om irrelevant stimU l i (Avolio e t al . , 1985). 
Finally, slowe r s peed of visual processing (duration effect) 
was examined. As people a g e, their speed of processing 
visual i nformation decreases (Bot .... 'inick . 198 4). As a 
result. older adults require more time t o detect, identify 
or locate visual st i muli . 
Ball et al. (1990a) examined the data on 86 individuals 
for whom measures of each effect were available. The 
adverse effect of each of the th ree problems was assessed by 
measuring the change in UFOV s i ze. For exampl e , to assess 
the e ffect of distractors, the UFOV was first measured 
without dist ractors a nd then agai n after the addition of 
distractors. If the UFOV s hra nk 5 degrees or more, it was 
concluded that distractors had a high impact on the 
ind ividual. If the UFOV did not sh rink more tha n 5 d egrees 
with the add itio n of distractors, it was concluded that 
distractor8 had a low impac t on the individual. Similarly. 
if an ind ividual's fie ld size decreased by 5 degrees or more 
whe n the duration of the vi s ua l d isplay was reduce d by 50 
~illiseconds. it was concluded that duration had a high 
i mpact on the i ndividua l . 
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All three problems had a low impact on all young adults 
(ag2 < 40) . Divide d attention and distractors had a high 
impact on 27\ of the middle-aged group (age 41 - 59). 
Duration had a high impact on 45\ of the middle aged group. 
The three problems h a d a greater impact on o lder ohservers 
(age> 60). Specifically , divided attention had a h igh 
impact on 47 \ of the old observers and distractors had a 
high impact on 58\ of the old observers. Dura tion, or 
s lowing of speed of processing had a high impact o n 69\ of 
the older observers. Clearly. middle-aged and older 
obse rvers expe r ience the grea test reduction in fi eld size 
due to slower speed of processing. 
Further ana lysis r evealed that the basis for reduction 
i n UFOV size "aried across individuals. Specifically , some 
individuals experience divided attention, duraticn or 
distractor problems while others do not eXI '~rience 
difficulties with any of the three problems. Further, the 
degree of shrinkage in UFOV si ze varies betwee n individuals . 
Some adults experience a field loss of 5 degrees due to one 
or more of the effects while others experience a JS degree 
field loss. Finally. the basis for reduced UFOV i n some 
indiv iduals is due to one particular e ffect (i.e., divided 
attention) while other individuals experience a reduced UFOV 
due to multiple e ffects (i. e ., duration + distractors). 
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To sum, it is evident that individuals experience 
different degrees of UFOV loss and the bases for the loss 
vary from individual to individual . However, slower speed 
of processing. or ~ duration effect, is the most prevalent 
problem experienced in both middle-aged and old~r observers. 
The next sectien reviews e vidence for a slowing of visual 
processes in the elderly. 
peficit in speed of Visual Proc essing 
As people age, their speed of visual processing 
decreases (Botwinick, 1984). Thus, older adults take more 
time to detect, identify and l ocate visual stimuli. 
Botwinick (1984) provides the theory of s timulus persistence 
to explain this finding. The stimulus persistence theory 
s uggests the nervous system of the older person s lows as it 
ages. It takes moc~ time for stimulus information to travel 
through the nervous system. As a result, older people 
expe rience an increase in the visual persistence of stimuli. 
Older persons ' nervous systems recover more slowly from 
the effects of stimulation than younger persons' systems. 
Thus, the first stimulus takes longer to clear through the 
nervous system (even when it is no longer physically 
present) and is more susceptible to interference from a 
second stimulus (Botwinick, 1984) . The first stimulus must 
be presented longer or the delay between two stimuli must be 
increased for older people to process the first stimul us. 
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Hertzog. williams and Wal s h (1976) demonstrate that stimulus 
persistence can be reduced with training. Subjects were 
presented two stimuli in close tempora l succession . Trials 
began without an interstimulus interval (lSI) between the 
stimuli. The lSI was increased 2 mi lli seconds por trial 
until a criterion of four s uccessive identifications of the 
first stimulus was ach ieved. The lSI at criterion is the 
critical lSI (ISle). This is the length of time needed to 
r ecognize two s timuli as separate clements. 
Following the identification of the ISle. 60 practice 
trials were administered. The lSI ~sed in the practice 
trial s was the determined ISle. After practice. the ISle 
was redetermined. The sequence of determining ISlc, 
practi ce, and redetermining the ISlc was repeated across 5 
consecutive days. 
Resultc sho .... ed pracr.ice .... as successful in reducing the 
t ime needed to recognize t .... o stimuli as separa t e elements. 
FU1-thermore, both young and old obse rvers reduced thei:-
times to a similar extent . The mean reduction in lSI for 
young people was 29 milliseconds and 3J milliseconds for old 
people. 
Hypotheses 
The pres ent s tudy is concerned .... i th expanding the size of 
the Useful Field of Vie..... As previously s tated, practice on 
the UFOV task i s an effective strategy for increasing a 
person ' s field size. However, it may not be the most 
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efficient strategy. In light of recent evidence 
demcnstrating the individualistic nature of UFOV loss, 
training may be improved taking this new information into 
account. If training were directed toward a specific basis 
for UFOV loss, it should be more effective than general 
practice at increasing field size . It is this hypothesis 
that will be investigated in the present study. 
The most prevalent basis for field loss experienced by 
older adults is slow speed of processing. In fact, 69' of 
adults aged 60 and over experience a reduction in field size 
due to this effect. Since many older adults are plagued 
with this problem, training will be directed toward reducing 
the effe cts of slower speed of processing thereby increasing 
the UFOV at a faster rate than general practice. 
Sub jects 
Chapter III 
Method 
Twenty-one s Ubj e c ts aged 55 - 75 participated in the 
Fresent stUdy. Each participant ha.:! a valid drivers licens e 
and at least 20/25 corrected vision. Prior to their 
participation i n the study , individual s were intervie ... ·ed to 
assess the ir ocular hi s tory (ie., cata r acts , macular 
degenerat ion, glaucoma) . This procedure was necessary to 
ensure that any o bse rved individual differences were due to 
functional c hanges in v i sion rather than disease. A Subject 
Information Form was use d to record participants ' res ponses 
~o i nquiries of ocu la r disease as well as demog r a phic 
informatio n. Rec ruitment o f subjects consis~ed of phone 
solicitatio n of older and middle -~ged adults in the Bowling 
Green area. 
The following procedure was applied to each person 
expressing an inte r est in participating in the s tudy . 
First, an interview was conducted with each participant to 
assess their history of ocular disease . If an individua l 
indica~ed that they had a history of ocular disease, they 
we re informed that their participation was not possible due 
to the nature of the study. 
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Next, participants wero give n a description of the 
study and were told what was expected of them. They were 
asked to sign a n Informed Consent Sheet and were told that 
they would be compensated for eac" expe rime ntal session they 
attended. 
Finally. near acuity for e ach participant Wa~ measured 
at the experime ntal viewing distance (23.5 centime t ers) 
using the Bailey-Lovie Nea r Chart. To ensure that 
participants would be able t o see the central and peripheral 
t.argets, only those able to read the line of the chart 
corresponding t o 20/25 vision (line 5) were asked to 
continue participation . 
Stimuli 
Each trial consisted of four successive displays 
controlled by a Zenith 386 computer. 1'he stimuli were 
presented on a large NEe color monitor (20 inch diagonal) . 
The first di splay was an outline of a box, 6 degrees x 6 
degrees. This stimulus served to direct the observer's 
attention to the center of the screen and had a duration of 
1 . 5 seconds. 
The second display contained the target (either the 
center target alone or both the center and peripheral 
targets) . It immediately followed the offset of the outline 
box. 
The third display was a randomly patterned mask which 
was brighte r than the stimulus. It was presented for a 
duration of 500 milliseconds. The mask was presented to 
destroy a ny residual afterimage produced by t he target 
image. There was no t an inters t imulus i nter va l or time 
lapse between the stimul us display a nd the mask display. 
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The fina l display consi s t ed of eight equa lly spaced 
spokes ar r a nged in a radial pattern. Each spoke was labe led 
with a digit from on3 to eight at the end fUrthest from the 
center of the display. Th i s display remained visibl e until 
the participant made a response . Two seconds elapsed 
between the subject's response and the onset of the next 
t rial. 
There were two types of center target s. The first was 
a cartoon like ness of a ca r, 6 degrees x 2 degrees i n size . 
The second cente r t a rget was a cartoon likeness of a truck 
which was the same ~ i ze as the ca r. 
The peripheral t a rget was also a cartoo n likeness of a 
car . The car used as the peripheral target was identical in 
size and luminance as the car present e d as the center 
target. The peripheral target appeared concurrentl y with 
the center target (either a car or a truck) in one o f 24 
possible radial localizations. These locations were along 
the e ight meridia (four cardinal and four oblique) at three 
d i ffere nt e ccentricities (10, 20, )0 degrees) or distances 
from the center of the display. The peripheral target 
appeared randomly. yet equally often in each of the 
peripheral locatio ns. 
Forty-seve n outline triangles (to mimic yielc signs) 
s erved as distractors in the dis play. The triangles were 
loc ated at e v e ry po s s i ble target pos ition along the eight 
aXES (exc ept the posit i on filled by the peripheral target) 
as well as the positions in be twee n. 
Vrocedyre 
)0 
Sc r eening phase . A sc r eening phase c o ns isting of three 
s ubte sts was administere d to all parti c ipa nts . 'rhe 
s creening tes t wa ~ a tool ~o aid in the a sse ssment of urov 
l os s a nd in the diagnosi s of an individual's particul a r 
basis or bases for the loss (distractors , duration or 
divided attention). 
SaIl, Roenker & Bruni (1990b) found that the 
relationship be twe en loc alizat i on e rrors and t~ rget 
eccentricity is u s ually linear. The researche rs further 
point out that when thi s r elationship is not linear, it is 
usually due to floor and ceiling effects . A floor effect is 
the situatio~ in which the partiCipant makes ve ry few or 
zero correct localizations at each eccentricity. In this 
case , the participant is as~igned a UFOV of 5 degrees which 
corresponds to the radius required to perform the center 
task alone. A ceiling effect is the case of very good or 
pe rfect localizations at each eccentricity. Here , 
participants are assigned a UFOV o f 35 degrees. Th is field 
size corresponds to the radius of the entire displ ay. In 
all other cases, the best fitting line reflecting the 
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relationship between eccentricity and localiza tion e rror-s 11;,1 
used to compute the UFOV (Ball, Roenker & Bruni, 1990b). 
The size of the UFOV is defined as the area within ,,-h i c h 
participants can cOl-rectly locate the p er iphe ral target sot 
of the time. 
In subtest 1 of the sc r eening phase, each participant 
was asked to indicate whether a presente d s ti mulu s was a car 
or a truck. After eac h st imulus presentati o n, the word, 
"CAR" appeared on the left side o f the computer screen and 
the word, II TRUCK" appeared on the r i ght side of the sc r een. 
The participant moved a joystick t owa rd the word which 
ioe ntified the s timulus just presented. Thus, if the truc k 
was presented. the particj pant moved the joystick toward the 
word, "TRUCK." 
The duration o f the vi s ual display was varied in o rdOl-
t o determine the time r equired to correctly identify the 
cente r target 7S t of the time. Specif ically, the duration 
o f the visual display began at 2 40 milliseconds for each 
s ubj ect. When the subject made two consecutive correct 
identifications of the stimulus, the dUration of the visual 
display decreased 37 . 5 milliseco nds. The duration of the 
vi s ual display decreased 37 .5 milliseconds every time the 
SUbject made two consecutive correct identifications until 
the s ubj oct made one incorrect identification. Once the 
s ubject made the first incorrect ide ntifica tion, the 
duration of the visua l display increased 17.5 milliseconds. 
After the first incorrect ide nt ifica tion, the durati on of 
the vi sual display increased 5 milliseconds for eve ry 
incorrec t ide ntification and decreased 5 milli seconds for 
every two consecutive correct identifications . The aim of 
the first suhtest was to determine the time r equired t o 
perform the center t ask a l one . 
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Subtest 2 require d tho pa rt i c ipa n t to make 2 r esponses. 
The observer first determined whethe r the s t i mulus presented 
in the cente r of the screen was a car or a truck. Second, 
the observer locat ed t he position of the periphera l t a rge t, 
the car. The peripheral t a rget was presented without the 
triangle distractors. The participant's performance i n 
sU.htes t 2 was assJssed across 6 blocks of 15 trials each. 
The duration of the visual displ ay va ried wi th each block of 
tr ials and r a nged from 40 milliseconds to 240 milliseconds. 
The duration of the visual display inc r eased and decreased 
i n 40 millisecond jumps searc h ing for the dura tion in which 
the s ubj ect o btaine d a field size o~ 5 degrees and the 
du r a tion at which the s ubject obtained a field s ize of 35 
degl·ees . 
Specifically, the first block of trials in subtest 2 
began at 80 milliseconds. If the s ubj ect obtained a field 
size o f 35 degrees , the duration of the visua l display 
decreased 40 mill iseconds . The subject then performed tho 
ta s k at 40 milliseconds and the field size at this duration 
was recorded. 
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If the subject obtained a field size of 5 degrees at 80 
milliseconds, the duration of the visual display increased 
40 mi lliseconds. The subject then performed the task at 120 
milliseconds and the field size obtained at this duration 
was recorded. If the subject obtained a field size of 35 
degrees at 120 milliseconds, 5ubtest 2 cnded . If the 
subject obtained any field size less than 35 degrees, the 
duration of the visual display increased 40 milliseconds. 
This process continued until the subject obtained a field 
size of 35 degrees or until the duration of the visual 
display reached 240 milliseconds. 
If the subject obtained a field size less than 35 
degrees but greater than 5 degrees at 80 milliseconds in 
subtest 2, the duration of the visual display increased 40 
milliseconds. If the subject did not obtain a field size of 
35 degrees , the duration of the visual display agai n 
increased 40 milliseconds. This process continued until the 
subject obtained a field size of 3~ degrees or until the 
duration of visual display reached 240 mi lliseconds. At 
this point the duration of the visual display decreased to 
40 milliseconds and tho field size obtained at thi~ duration 
was recorded. 
The aim of subtest 2 was to determine the time required 
to perform a divided attention task. Durations obtained in 
subtest 2 could be compared to durations obtained in subtest 
1 to a~sess tho effect of divided attention. 
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Finally, subtest 3 was the same as subtest ~ except 
t hat the peripheral target was embedded in 47 disLractors to 
make i t less conspicuous. The participant fi~st identified 
whether the stimu lu5 pr~sented in the center box was a car 
or a truck. Secondly, the participant identified the 
location of the peripheral target. The peripheral target, 
the car, was embedded in 47 triangle distractors. Aga~n, 
participant's performance was assessed across 6 blocks of 15 
trials each. The duration of the visual di5play varied from 
block t o block and ranged from 40 mil li s~conds to 240 
milliseconds. The dura tion of the vi s ua l di~play began at 
160 milliseconds and then increased or decreased by 40 
mi lliseconds depending on the field size obtained in the 
same fashion as in subtest 2. 
The aim of s U.btest 3 was to determi ne the effect of 
distractors . Specifically, the fi~ld sizes obtained in 
s ubtest 2 (task without distractors) could be compared to 
the field sizes obt ained in subtest 3 (task with 
dist r ac t ors) at each duration to assess the effect of 
dis tracting stimUli on peripheral localization perfor ma nce. 
Subj ects who did not experience urov loss of g rea t er 
than 5 degrees due to any of the thr~e effects were not 
i ncluded in the training phase of the stUGy. 
Training phase . 
The appropriate dura t ion to begin traini ng was 
indi\idually determined fo r each subject by looking at their 
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data from s ubtes t 3. Specifica l ly . the fu nc t ion between the 
duration of the visual display and peripheral localization 
performance was examined to dete rmi ne the point at which the 
f unction began to rise off the floor (chance performance). 
For example, one s ubject had a field size of 5 degrees at 
120 rosee., a field size of 5 degrees a t 160 msee ., and a 
field size of 12. 5 degrees a t 200 msee. The SUbject began 
to perform the task at more than chance l e vel at 200 msce.; 
therefore 200 msee. was chosen as the point to begin the 
s ubj ect ' s training. 
Bach of the 21 s'.lbjects were match ed on the 
c harac t eristics of sta rting durat ion and field s ize at that 
du rat ion. Participants we r e then randomly assigned t o one 
of three training groups: constant, force-drop or variable 
duration. For exampl e, three subjects had a start ing 
dura tio n of 160 milliseconds. The first subject had a field 
size of 14. 99 degrees, the second s ubject had a field size 
of 15.00 degrees and the t hird s ub ject ~ ~d a field s ize of 
15.2 4 degrees. These three s ub jects had the same s t ar t 
duration and similar fie ld sizes at this particular 
dura t ion. Thus , each subject was randomly assigned to 
either constant trai ning, force -drop training or variabl e 
d ura tion trai ning. 
The 7 i ndividuals assigned to constant tra in i ng were 
administered 6 blocks of 24 tria l s e ach across five daily 
sess ions. The t ask this group practiced was simila r to the 
task outlined in Subtes t 3. Individuals concurrently 
performed the center task while locating the peripheral 
target embedde d in 4 7 distractors. The duration of the 
target display was held constant ac r oss all 6 hlocks a nd 
across all 5 days at the subj ect ' s individually dete rmined 
starting duration. 
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The seven participants in the force-drop training group 
were also adminis tered 6 blocks of 24 tria ls each across 
five daily sessions. Similar to the constant training 
group. individual s concurrently performed the center task 
while locating the peripheral target embedded in 47 
distractors. 
On the first and second day of training, partic i pant s 
of the force-drop training group practiced the t ask at the 
duration time individually determined for them. On the 
third day of training, the duration of the vi s ual display 
was "dropped" or decreased by 25 milliseconds. On the 
fourth day, the dura tion vf the visual display was held 
constant across all six blocks of trials at the speed of the 
previous day. On the fifth day of training, the duration of 
the visual display was again decreased by 25 milliseconds. 
Thus, on the fifth day of training, participants were 
practiCing the task 50 milliseconds fas ter than on the first 
day of training. 
Finally, the 7 individuals receiving variable duration 
training concurrently performed the center task while 
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locating the peripheral t a rge t embedded in 47 distracto.:s . 
six blocks of 24 t ria ls each were administered t o 
participants across five daily sessions . If the participant 
made 50\ correct localizations or more at each eccentricity 
(field size of 30 or above ) for two con~ecutive bloc ks, the 
duration of the s t imul us presentation was decreased by 25 
mi l liseconds. I f the observer d id not reach the criterion 
and was administered a ll 6 blocks of trials, they began the 
next training session at the same speed. Each time the 
participant reached a field size of 30 degrees or g reater 
across two consecutive blocks of trials, the durat ion of the 
visual displ ay was decreased by 25 milliseconds. 
Table 1 illustrates the prog ram design for the three 
training groups in terms of sta rting durat ions a nd numbe r of 
trials performed in each training session. Ten days after 
Table 1 . Program Design for The Three Training Groups 
Sess i o n Constant forc e - drQR Variable 
1 Trials: 144 Trials: 144 
Speod: X Speed: X 
2 Trials: 144 Trials: .44 For each 
Speed : X Speed: X training 
session: 
3 Trials: 144 Trials: 144 
Speed: X Speed: X-25 msec Trials: 144 
Speed: X- 25 msec 
4 Trials: 14 4 Trials: 144 if field size 
Speed: X Speed: X- 25 msec >-JO for 2 
consecutive 
5 Trials: 14 4 Trials: 144 blocks 
Speed: X speed: X-50 msee 
------------------------------------------------------------
x • individual's start duration in milliseconds 
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their last day of training, each s ubject returned to the lab 
and performed the screening tes t. This procedure was 
necessary to assess t he increase in field s i ze due to 
training. Table 2 illustrates the t r ai n ing design and 
sUbtest s p erformed in both the pre-test and post- t es t as 
well as i n the 5 train ing sessions. 
T 3ble 2. Subtests Performed in p r e -test. Post - test and in 
Training 
Sub t est 1 Subtest ? n ubtest 
~[~- t~5t X X X 
r[~iDiD9 1 X ~ X 1 X 
! X 2 X 
10 Day Break 
PQ~t -t~~t X X X 
It was hypothesized tha t the force-drop and variabl e 
dUration training st rat egies would be more effective than 
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the cons t an t training s trategy a t i nc r eas ing an individual's 
UFOV . Further, it was hypothesized tha t the v ariable 
duration traini ng st rategy would b e the most effective 
strategy since it i s individualized training directly linked 
t o each individual' s own performa nce. 
Results 
As s tated previous ly, there were 7 SUbjec t s in each training 
group. Mea n age for participants in the c onstant, force-
drop a nd variable duration training groups were 67.14, 63 
a nd 64 . 57 res pec tively. Fu rther , 4 females and 3 males 
received constant training, 5 t ema les and 2 males received 
force - drop training and 3 f ema les and 4 ma l es r ece ived 
variable dUration traini ng. 
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In order to assure that each training group started at 
the s ame level of performance across training conditions , 
s ubjects were ma t c hed on the characte~istics of fie ld size 
a nd starting duration. The means and s t a nda rd deviations 
for these variables are presented in Table 3 . 
Table 3. Means a nd Standard Deviations for Starting UFOV ' s 
a nd Start ing Durations. 
Consta n t force-dro p Variable 
Start Duration 
in msec . 
Il 1 24 .00 141. 00 163 .57 ~ 42.41 38.77 42 . 47 
fi eld Size 
Il 17.46 16. 52 17.55 Iill 3.98 2.36 2.83 
Main effects of distractors (presence or absence of 
triangle distractors), duration (40, 80, 120, 160, 200 a nd 
240 ~sec for the target display), pre-post (pre-training 
test versus post-training test) and training group 
(constant, force-drop and variable duration) were analyzed 
with a repeated measures ANOVA. The method of training was 
the only between groups variable (See Table 4). 
The NIOVA revea l e d a main effect of distractors 
(f (1,18) : 460. 55 , ~ < .01) , indicating the task was 
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significantly easier in the absence of distractors. There 
was also a main effect of duration (f (5,90) ~ 17.53, R < 
.01) on peripheral localization performance indicating that 
the tas k was significantly easier at the slower durations. 
Finally, a main effect of pre-post indicated that training 
led to a significant reduction in peripheral localization 
errors CI (1,18) = 44 . 15 , R < . 01) . The abse nce of a main 
Table 4. 
Source 
ANOVA of UfOV by Training croup. pistractors 
puration and Pre-Post 
Sign . Sums of Squares 
Mean 
Squares L QLl: 
Train Group (T) 
Error 
Oistractors (D) 
Ox T 
Error 
Pre-Pos t (P) 
P x T 
Error 
Ox P 
D x P x T 
Error 
Duration (X) 
X x T 
Error 
o x X 
D x X x T 
Error 
P x X 
P x X x T 
Error 
D x P x X 
o x P x X x T 
Error 
20 . 18 
2207 . 77 
28367.70 
463.02 
1108.72 
3643.98 
439.58 
1485.82 
1279.45 
376 . 85 
544.48 
10520.62 
226.36 
1578.15 
5767.88 
258.52 
1856.82 
157.19 
248.42 
1400.86 
852.60 
371. 36 
1776.07 
2 10 . 09 .08 
18 122.65 
1 28367.70 460.55 
2 231.51 3.76 
18 61. 60 
1 
2 
18 
1 
2 
18 
5 
10 
90 
5 
10 
90 
5 
10 
90 
5 
10 
90 
3643.98 
219.79 
82.55 
1279.45 
188.40 
]0.25 
44.1 5 
2.66 
42.30 
6.23 
2104.12 120.00 
22.64 1.29 
17. 54 
1153.58 
25.85 
20.63 
31. 44 
24.8 4 
15.57 
170.52 
37 . 14 
1 9. 7 3 
55.91 
1. .:!5 
2.02 
1. 60 
8.64 
1. 88 
N.S. 
.000 
N.S . 
.000 
N.S . 
.000 
.009 
.000 
N.S. 
.000 
N.S. 
N. S. 
N.S. 
.000 
N . S. 
effect of training group suggests that improvement on 
peripheral localization performance was equivalent amo ng 
each of the three training groups. 
In addition to di ~tractor, duration and pre-post main 
effe cts, the distractor x pre-post interaction wa s a l so 
significant (f (1,18) = 42.3, Q < .01). Mean field size~ 
before and after training fo r the d is t r a c tor x pre -pos t 
interaction are presented in Tabl e 5 . 
Table 5. Mea n Field Sizes Be fore a nd After Tra i ning 
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Without Distractors 
With Distra ctors 
Pre- t es t 
32 .81 
14.62 
Pos t-tes t 
35.00 
23.18 
After graphing the results of pa rti c ipant's pretest and 
postte&t performa nce in both distra ctor conditions (with and 
without distractors). it was obse rved that a ceiling e f fect 
was the basis of the interaction. In other words, all 
participants could perform the peripheral localization task 
with few or zero errors in the absence of distractors before 
training. Thus, very little improvement was observed in the 
no dis tractor condition since everyone was able to 
s ucce s s fully do the tas k before training. 
The distractor x pre -post x training group interaction 
was also significant (f (2,18) a 6.23 , R < .009) indicating 
i c provement was greater for a particular training group. 
Spec).fically . improvement was found to be signi fican t for 
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the variable duration training group in the dis tractor 
condition only (Tuke ys , R < .05). Further , improvement in 
the constant and force-drop groups in the distractor 
condition was not significantly different than zer o. Mean 
field size s b6 fore and after tra ining for each group in the 
distractor condition are presented in 1'able 6 . 
The distractor x duration interaction was also 
significant (L( 5,90 ) = 55 . 9 1), R < .01). Figure 1 
illustrates the linear fUnctions between UFOV a nd 
Table 6. Mea n Pre-test and Post-test UfOV ' s for Cons t ant, 
forc e - d rop and Variable Durat ion Training Groups 
e[!i::-t~st eQst-t ~li!;t Q~g[~~ Qt 
Imp[QY~m~Dt 
Constant 17.04 23.72 6.68 
For ce-drop 14 .95 20 . 98 6 .03 
Variable 11. 87 l4.8 ] 12.94 
duration fo r both the condition with distractors and the 
condition without distrac tors . 
Finally, the dis trac tors x pre-post x duration 
interaction was significant (r(5,90) = 17 0.52), Q < .01). 
After graphing the results, it was observed that a ceiling 
effect in the no distractors condition was driving the 
interaction . In other words, in the absence of the triangle 
distrac tors, all participa nts we re able to locate the 
peripheral target with few or zero errors. Hence, training 
was not o f great value s ince e veryone was able to do the 
task before training . rhe post-test measur e , employing 
distractors, wa s furthe r broken d own for e ach training group 
(See Figure 2). This was done to assess differe nces between 
the three groups a 't each of the six durations. No 
significant differencos were found among the three groups at 
any of the six durations (Tukeys, 9 < .05). 
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Conclusions 
Previous studles have shown that the size of the Useful 
Field of View can be increased through training (Ball. 1985; 
Ball et al .• 1988; Sekuler & Ball. 1986). Specifically. 
these s tudies have s hown that simple practice on the UFOV 
task resul ts in improved peripheral localization 
performance. 
The results of the present study were consistent with 
these findings. However, the present study further 
investigated the effectiveness of training by comparing 
simple practice on the UFOV t ask to two training s trategies 
(force-drop and variable duration) directed toward a 
spec ific basis of UFOV loss, namely slower speed of 
processing. It was hypothesized that training directed 
t oward the problem os: slower speed of processing would be 
more effective than simple practice for increasing the UFOV. 
Overall , mea n field sizes of s ubjects in the three 
training groups increased after t he implementation of 
training. However. the lack of a main effect of training 
method indicates that all three training strategies may be 
equally as effective at increasing the UFOV. 
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Although no significant differences we re found between 
training groups across all post-test conditions, improvement 
in peripheral localizat ion performance was greatest for the 
variable duration training group in the distractor condition 
(See Table 6). Note that subjects receiving variable 
dUration training h a d the lowest mean field sizes before 
t rain i ng and the highe~ t mean field sizes after t raining . 
Variable dUration training may be a more effective 
strategy for increasing the UFOV because of it's 
challengi ng nature. Specifically, the dUration of the 
visual display i s directly linked t o e~ch subject ' s 
individual performance. fi ence, the more correct peripheral 
t oca l l z~ t \ons made by the SUbject , the less time the subject 
h;.s to .. ·ie .... the visual display and the more difficult the 
task becomes . Subjects may be motivated knowing that the 
better they perform, the more difficult and chal1tmging the 
task. 
In contrast, the force - drop method takes the Control 
and indiv idua lization of training away from the SUbject. 
The duration of the visual display decreases on the 3rd and 
5 th day of train ing regardl ess of the subject's O .... n 
individual performance. Thus, as daily training continues, 
the SUb ject may become less interested and motivated in the 
UFOV t aSk. This theory may explain .... hy the degree of 
impl:ovement js s:na llest in the force-drop training group. 
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Recall that one factor that facilitates transfer of 
training is individual izing the tra ining program. This 
s hould b e gin with the de ter~ ination of init i al durations of 
t he v i s ual display for each s Ubject . I n the present study, 
initial durations were determined by examining the function 
be tween duration of the visua l display a nd peripheral 
loca lizat ion p e rformance . This was done to determ ine the 
point at which the fUnc t ion began to ri se off the floo r 
(chance performance). 
A mo re individualized method fo r determining the point 
to beg in training may be fi r s t, plot the fUnction between 
duration and locali za tion p e r formance across the six 
durations and then ma ke a decision t o begin training at a 
point where the slope of this function i s somewhat flat. It 
may be a more effective s trategy if a SUbject begins 
t ra ining a t a slower duration time in orde r t o grasp the 
concept. 
It is possible to increase the UFOV through training. 
Therefore, older drivers who report problems in activities 
involving the use of pe riphera l vis ion may be able to 
improve thei r performance on these activities through the 
urov training t ask . One practical advantage of this finding 
is that ins urance companies may be able to offer lower rates 
to older drivers in exchange for training on the urov task. 
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Appendix 
Individual Performa nce of Subjects 
Across Pre-test, Training and Post-test 
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